Crypto Finance Conference Returns to St. Moritz in January 2022 with Speakers from
Parity Technologies, Coinbase, Grayscale, Aave, Ledger and Swiss National Bank
CfC St. Moritz announces the first round of industry-leading keynote speakers that will attend
the event from the fields of cutting-edge crypto technology, regulation, and finance.
St. Moritz, Switzerland – 6th October, 2021 – Crypto Finance Conference (CfC St. Moritz),
The world's most relevant digital assets and blockchain conference for sophisticated investors
and decision makers, will return to the Swiss Alps of St. Moritz from the 12th-14th of January,
2022. Confirmed speakers include Gavin Wood, Parity Technologies & Polkadot; Doris Fiala,
Member of the Swiss National Council; Stani Kulechov, Aave; Meltem Demirors, CoinShares;
Michael Sonnenshein, Grayscale; Kevin O’Leary, O’Shares Investments; Pascal Gauthier,
Ledger; Dr. Thomas Moser, Swiss National Bank; Jon Najarian, Market Rebellion; and Philippe
Bekhazi, XBTO.
Nicolo Stöhr, CEO of CfC St. Moritz, said: “CfC St. Moritz is recognized as the world’s most
relevant gathering of investors and decision-makers in the digital asset space. Already, 2021
has proven to be a pivotal year for the crypto assets sector, both in terms of adoption and the
progression of regulation. It’s a crucial time for the brightest minds in the industry to come
together at CfC St. Moritz to plan for the next era of the digital economy. We are greatly looking
forward to welcoming attendees to the in-person event in the unique setting of the Swiss Alps.”
Now entering its fifth year, CfC St. Moritz attracts leading investors from around the globe, along
with family offices, funds, and decision-makers with vested interests in the world of digital assets
and blockchain technology. The event is run on an application-only basis, ensuring the highest
quality of conversation and professional networking. The conference will take place ahead of the
World Economic Forum’s flagship annual meeting in Davos in January 2022, drawing in the
investors and industry experts that are guiding the digital assets industry at a key stage of its
growth.
The CfC St. Moritz is also pleased to announce that Doris Fiala, member of the Swiss National
Council, will be acting as a new Ambassador for the conference from the traditional
governmental area. Among existing Ambassadors at CfC St. Moritz are Jane Lippencott of
a16z; Sterling Witzke of Merilot; and David Namdar of Coral DeFi. Conference Ambassadors
agree to leverage their networks and leadership in various industries to drive forward the
mission of the CfC St. Moritz.
Commenting on her decision to take on the role of Ambassador at CfC St. Moritz 2022, Doris
Fiala said: “The developments in the digital assets, crypto and blockchain space in recent years
have been very significant. Governments around the world can no longer ignore the implications
of this – it’s time to accept that crypto assets are here to stay. Here in Switzerland, we have
formed a parliamentary group on this very issue, with the aim of informing and educating both
parliamentarians and the business community on the topic. My decision to come onboard as an
Ambassador at CfC St. Moritz was an easy one to make. Hosted in Switzerland, it is one of the
most important conferences worldwide for the digital assets industry. I am happy to contribute to

CfC St. Moritz as it strives to become the bridge between the traditional worlds of finance and
government and the new world of digital assets.”
Kevin O’Leary, Chair of O’Shares Investments, said: “This year marked a major turning point for
the digital assets sector, as it was further legitimized and folded into the world’s financial
markets. In the coming year, we’re expecting to see further mainstream adoption of crypto
assets and decentralized finance. In advance of that, we need to be prepared for both the
challenges and the triumphs – and there is no better way to kick the year off than to be
surrounded by the industry’s finest leaders at CfC St. Moritz. I’m not just looking forward to this
upcoming event, but I am proud to be playing a part in a conference that will well and truly
shape the future of the crypto assets industry.”
Following two sold-out virtual events in 2021, the CfC’s in-person event will prioritize the health
and safety of attendees. All attendees and participants must show proof of vaccination against
COVID-19, recent recovery from COVID-19, or a negative COVID-19 test result to gain access
to the conference location.
For more information, please visit: https://cfc-stmoritz.com.
###
Speakers confirmed thus far:
● Gavin Wood; Founder / Lead Developer at Parity Technologies
● Stani Kulechov; Founder and CEO of Aave
● Meltem Demirors; CSO at CoinShares
● Micheal Sonnenshein; CEO at Grayscale
● Pascal Gauthier; CEO at Ledger
● Kevin O’Leary; Chairman at O’Shares Investments
● Lasse Clausen; Founding Partner at 1kx
● Bill Tai; Chairman at ACTAI Global
● Jon Najarian; Co-Founder at Market Rebellion
● Tegan Kline; Co-Founder at Edge & Node, working on The Graph
● Philippe Bekhazi; CEO at XBTO
● David Namdar; General Partner at Coral DeFi
● Doris Fiala; Member of the Swiss National Council
● Henson Orser; CEO at Komainu
● Thomas Moser; Alternate Member of the Governing Board, Swiss National Bank
● Viktor Fischer; Managing Partner of Rockaway Blockchain Fund
● Michael Bucella; General Partner at Blocktower
● Mathias Imbach; Co-founder and Group CEO at Sygnum
● Fabian Schär; Professor for DLT and Fintech at University of Basel
● Greg Carson; Head of Corporate Development & Venture Capital at StableHouse
● Guido Bühler; CEO at SEBA
● Kaj Burchardi; Managing Director at BCG Platinion

●
●

Stephan Zwahlen; CEO at MärkiBaumann
David Wachsman; Founder and CEO of Wachsman

About CfC St. Moritz
The Crypto Finance Conference (CfC St. Moritz) is the most relevant digital assets and
blockchain conference for sophisticated investors and decision makers. At the conference,
cocooned in the Swiss alps of St. Moritz, investors benefit from a matchless open-hearted and
open-minded atmosphere with friends, visionaries, analysts and entrepreneurs. The
international and application-only gathering offers expert education, investment insights and
excellent networking opportunities in a breath-taking setting. The annual 3-day conference takes
place from 12th-14th January 2022 in St. Moritz, Switzerland.
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